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Tempura easy.vc hosted video services
To compete in today’s global economy, companies of all sizes need the ability to quickly 
gather the best talent for projects at hand, regardless if they are in London or Bangalore.

Tempura’s easy.vc service for the distributed workforce 
makes it easy to connect offices, remote teams and 
teleworkers, by delivering seamless integration with laptops, 
desktops, tablets, smartphones, room systems and existing 
standards based equipment by bringing them into a virtual 
workspace for high-quality video communication and 
productive collaboration. We deliver True-to-life audio and 
video synchronization even in low bandwidth environments 
including WiFi and 3G/4G.

easy.vc is a perfect service for:
�� Businesses to communicate with their own 
staff, suppliers, customers and prospects
�� Business users looking for the flexibility and scalability 
that a hosted option gives over on premise infrastructure.
�� Existing videoconferencing users that want to extend 
from the meeting room to desktop and mobile 
workforces whilst maintaining business quality video.
�� Greenfield opportunities, where regardless of 
location, the ability to connect a distributed 
workforce is a key requirement.

Tempura’s easy.vc service offers you a hosted solution that 
caters for small numbers of individual desktop/mobile and 
meeting room users through to larger organisations that 
require many or all users to have the capability but want to 
keep costs low by paying for just their named users.

Let your customers try before they buy
We understand that seeing is believing, so Tempura 
offers a free 14 day trial available to our partners and their 
customers. If you would like to take advantage of this offer 
just email trial@easy.vc or pass the request through to your 
Tempura account manager.

Pricing model
Named Users RRP Set up Fee RRP £/User/Month

1 to 100 £500.00 £30.00

101 to 250 £700.00 £25.00

251 to 500 £1,200.00 £21.00

501 to 1000 £1,500.00 £18.00

What’s included
Feature Hosted Named Users

easy.vc domain name Yes

Account Pricing Per Named User

Minimum Order Quantity 1 for hardware / 5 for software

VMR Meeting ports 10 way per user

Unlimited Guest Invites# Yes

Shared Gateway Access# Connect to standard s based 
H.323 or SIP devices

Connect Vidyo Room Systems
Yes, Personal Room, Meeting 
Room or Panarama

Connect Mobile Phone Users
Yes, iPhone and  
Android Supported

Connect Tablet Users Yes, iPad, iPad mini or Android

Connect Desktop Users
Yes, Windows, MAC OS  
and Linux

VidyoREPLAY Recording* Optional

Dedicated HD Gateway Optional

On Premise Router* Optional

Contract Term 12 months 30 day rolling

Payment Options
Quarterly by Direct Debit 
Annually by Direct Debit 
Annually on Account

# Unlimited is subject to easy.vc Fair Usage Policy  /  * Optional services additional charges may apply


